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Editions of this work

partitions

partitions (1)

Chamber music for strings

Material description: 1 partition en 2 vol. (XV-424, 237 p.) : 31 cm
Note: Note : Réunit : Vol. 1, Quatuors à cordes op. 4/2, 45/1, 45/2, 58/2, Quintette à cordes op. 69, , Sextuor à
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Authors related to Quatuors. Cordes. Op. 4, no 2
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Quatuors. Cordes. Op. 4, no 2 in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.
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Grove 6